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Jewelry Designed by Nora Farnsworth

Mini-rings Bracelet
Materials needed:
Available at Sonoranbeads.com:
 13- Mini-rings in assorted colors
 14- 10mm silver plate jump rings #2676
 1-Silver plate spiral magnetic clasp #2101
Tools needed:


Two pair of chain nose pliers

Sonoran Beads
Step-by-step instructions:
1. Using both pairs of chain nose pliers open all the jump rings by grasping the jump ring on either
side of the split (fig1). Twist one plier toward you and the other away from you (fig.2). The
result should look like fig.3.
2. Pick up one jump ring and slip on two mini-rings. Close the jump ring by grasping it as you
would to open it then reversing the motion you used to open it. Twist slightly past the closed
position and let the ring spring back. If necessary gently twist the ring back and forth until you
hear the ends snap together.
3. Pick up another jump ring and slip it onto one of the mini-rings just added to the first jump
ring. Add another mini-ring to this jump ring and close the jump ring. You now have a chain of
two jump rings and three mini-rings.
4. Continue adding a jump ring and a mini-ring to the last mini-ring on your chain until you have
used all the mini-rings or until the chain is as long as needed.
5. Pick up a jump ring and slip it onto the first mini-ring on your chain and one end of the
magnetic clasp. Close the jump ring.
6. Repeat step five on the other end of your chain.
Note: Be gentle with the jump rings so as not to distort the shape of the ring. Opening them by pulling
them apart from side to side will cause them to lose their circular shape.
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